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Obama sold himself to America as the multi-cultural ideal, a man who stood above politics. His father 
was a goat herder from Kenya; he would bring people together, so it went. … [P]romoting a false 
family background to hide an agenda irreconcilable with American values is a totally unacceptable 
manipulation of the electorate.

~ Joel Gilbert, interview

Movie director Joel Gilbert concludes his revelatory movie about President Barack Obama with this 
telling statement: “The ‘Birthers’ have been on a fool’s errand. To understand Obama’s plans for 
America, the question is not ‘Where’s the Birth Certificate?’; the question is ‘Who is the real father?’” 
Gilbert’s film “Dreams from My Real Father” unites together the confirmed facts with consistent logic 
and supposition in an effort to fill in the apparent gaps in Obama’s history. If Gilbert’s movie is to be 
believed, then Dinesh D’Souza’s documentary “2016,” which is currently all the rage, is a giant step 
backwards in deducing the real truth about Obama’s origins – for it embraces the belief that Barack 
Obama Sr. was Obama’s true father, which Gilbert proves to be a tragic lie. Barack Obama and his true 
agenda for “fundamentally transforming America” can be fully comprehended only if we understand 
that it was not Obama Sr. who was his real father but the black communist from Chicago transported to 
Hawaii, Frank Marshall Davis.

Gilbert’s movie systematically analyzes the undeniable historical fact that “by age 18, Barack Obama 
admittedly arrived at Occidental College a committed revolutionary Marxist.” Obama never rejected or 
recanted his original Marxist, communist and socialist propaganda he was indoctrinated in from age 
10-18 by his real father, Frank Marshall Davis. Throughout his 2008 presidential campaign and 
subsequent term in office, the Democratic socialist press scrupulously ignored questions raised about 
Barack Obama’s family history, personal associations, economic philosophy and fundamental political 
worldview.



Let’s start with biology. Carefully examine the above pictures of Obama Sr. vs. Obama, on the bottom, 
and Davis vs. Obama, on top. Can the physical differences be starker? Obama Sr. looks nothing like 
Obama, while Davis looks like Obama’s long-lost father – a perfect physical match. We don’t even 
need DNA; it’s so obvious that Davis and Obama are father and son.

Why did Obama make two well-publicized trips to Kenya in 1987 and 2006? It was all a cynical 
political scam to establish the lie that Obama Sr. was his father. Obama likely got student aid as a 
foreign student including a scholarship to Harvard Law School the following year (1988), and the 2007 
trip to Kenya Obama claimed was to support his cousin Raila Odinga in his failed presidential election. 
These trips to Kenya cemented the false idea of Obama the Kenyan to hide his real communist roots 
established in father Frank Marshall Davis, which would have killed any plans for a career in American 
politics.

That’s why Obama has spent several millions to fight any attempt or FOIA request to get vetting 
documents like his original birth certificate and Social Security card (he uses a number from 
Connecticut), his passport, or his Occidental, Columbia and Harvard transcripts.

Here is what Gilbert said of Frank Marshall Davis:

Frank Marshall Davis (1905-1987) was a Communist Party USA (CPUSA #47544) propagandist in 
Chicago and Hawaii, as well as a writer and poet. The FBI had Davis under investigation or 
surveillance for 19 years, compiling a 600-page FBI file. He was on the FBI’s “Security Index A,” 
meaning he would be arrested in the event of national emergency.

In 1930s Chicago, CPUSA recruited journalists to help spread Soviet influence in American public 
opinion. Frank Marshall Davis was one of them. A graduate of Kansas State Journalism School, Frank 
Marshall Davis joined the Communist Party and began writing for The Chicago Star. He was a 
colleague of journalist Vernon Jarrett, father-in-law of Obama confidant Valerie Jarrett. Davis also 
taught at Chicago’s Abraham Lincoln School, a Communist run training school. … Davis authored 
three major volumes of poetry, and later an autobiographical sex novel under a pseudonym.

In 1948, the Kremlin ordered CPUSA to facilitate a U.S. withdrawal from the Hawaii as U.S. naval 
forces were considered an obstacle to Soviet expansion in Asia. CPUSA assigned Frank Marshall Davis 
to Honolulu where he began writing for the Communist newspaper the Honolulu Record in 1948. In his 
columns, Davis flawlessly mirrored official Soviet propaganda – he blamed American capitalism for 
starting World War II, denounced the Marshall Plan, preached wealth redistribution, nationalization of 



industry and government health care, while bashing Wall Street. Davis also helped organize the 
Communist controlled ILWU (union) in a failed effort to take over the Hawaiian government in 1949. 
The Hawaii NAACP chapter complained to its national office, “Comrade Frank Marshall Davis 
suddenly appeared on the scene to propagandize the membership with the purpose of converting it into 
a front for the Stalinist line.” In 1956, Davis was subpoenaed by the Senate Subcommittee on Un-
American Activities and pleaded the fifth. “Dreams from My Real Father” makes the case that on Aug. 
4, 1961, Frank Marshall Davis became the father of the future 44th president of the United States and 
indoctrinated him with a Marxist ideology during his formative years.

When you compare Davis’ doctrinaire Marxist resume with the son-of-a-goat-herder story Obama and 
his propagandists have fed America for 50 years, it becomes self-evident that the Kenyan story was a 
cover to hide the fact that Obama’s young promiscuous mother, Stanley Ann Dunham, was a regular 
guest at Frank’s house. (Stanley Sr. and Frank were drinking buddies.) Obama’s mom was hell-bent on 
getting revenge on her father for making her leave all her friends her senior year in Washington for 
Hawaii, where she knew no one. Ann sought refuge in dad’s new cool friend, Frank Marshall Davis. 
Soon we would have the pornographic pictures showing Obama’s mother in several sexually suggestive 
positions. We now know that Davis sold these photos to men’s mail-order stag magazines.

Ironically, the naked pictures we see of young Ann were taken by Davis in December 1960 when she 
was five weeks pregnant with Barack Obama.

It is a small step from young Ann Dunham sneaking out of high school to Frank’s house to listen to 
jazz, to take pornographic pictures, have forbidden conversations and to engage in orgies where the 
fruit of one of those sordid affairs was to be a future president of the United States. But who would 
elect a “red diaper baby” (i.e., the child of a communist)? That’s why Obama’s grandfather, Stanley 
Dunham Sr., and Obama’s mother conspired together to formulate the Kenyan student plot – to get 
Barack Obama Sr., a recent Kenyan national on a temporary student visa recruited by Stanley Dunham 
Sr., a CIA spy, to become a future CIA operative when he returned back to Africa – one of many Cold 
War programs fighting world Soviet hegemony.

The quid pro quo? Yes, Barack Obama, we know you are already married to a woman in Kenya; 
however, if you marry Stanley Ann Dunham and call yourself the father of young Obama on a fake 
birth certificate, then you will never have to take care of the kid. By marrying an American you get a 
permanent student visa, which will allow you to go to Harvard to get you Ph.D. This is exactly what 
happened. Obama saw Barack Obama Sr. only one time in his life for a month when he was flown in 
from Kenya in 1971, when young Barack was 10. They needed his signature to get young Obama 
officially enrolled into elementary school in Hawaii.

Look at Davis’ resume and compare it to Obama’s community-organizing years in Davis’ Chicagoland, 
working with all of the communist subversives like journalist Vernon Jarrett, Valerie Jarrett’s dad and 



later terrorists William Ayers and Bernardine Dohrn. Every step of Obama’s career was to fulfill Frank 
Marshall Davis’ dream of deconstructing American capitalism, Christianity and Natural Law through 
communist infiltration, which is why on March 26, Obama was caught on an open mic speaking to 
Russian President Medvedev, essentially plotting treason as he promised the leader “more flexibility” 
after his re-election.

Indeed, Obama and the American progressives have long dreamed of turning the USA into the USSA – 
United Socialist States of America.

Order you own copy of Gilberty’s eye-opening documents, “Dreams from My Real Father”

Note: This is Part 2 of a two-part review of the film “Dreams from My 
Real Father.” Read Part 1.
It was the culmination of an American socialist movement that Frank 
Marshall Davis nurtured in Chicago and Hawaii and has been quietly  

infiltrating into the U.S. economy, universities and media for decades. … 
To understand Obama’s plans for America, look no further than 

communist Frank Marshall Davis.
~Joel Gilbert, director, “Dreams from My Real Father”

Director Joel Gilbert says his investigation and documentary show that 
“Barack Obama built his political career upon a fairy tale. There was no 
Obama family; he is not the son of a Kenyan goat herder.

“All evidence points to a sham marriage to cover an illicit affair between Ann Dunham and Frank 
Marshall Davis,” he said. “All evidence indicates that Barack Obama was raised and indoctrinated by 
Frank Marshall Davis, a Community Party USA propagandist, during his formative years [ages 9-18].”

Gilbert told WND that because of the “fairy tale” told by Obama, “regular American folks perceived 
Obama as a nice man with an inspiring family story.” However, “In reality, Barack Obama have a 
deeply disturbing family background, which he intentionally hid to obscure a Marxist political 
foundation.”

On March 3, 1964, Barack Obama, Sr. applied for an extension of his visa – which granted his part of 
the deal for his sham marriage to Ann – to be allowed to get his Ph.D. from Harvard. The film’s Obama 
impersonator says, “Obama’s frequent lessons in politics mostly involved Karl Marx and the 



Communist Manifesto. Frank explained, all history is class struggle between the oppressors and the 
oppressed. Frank lectured that America’s corporate system was designed to benefit the rich and to keep 
the poor down. The wealthy in our era are the new oppressors, he’d say. People with jobs are 
oppressed. The capitalist system must be replaced with socialism. Frank liked to brag how he helped 
the communist-controlled union ILWU take over the Democratic Party and take power in Hawaii and 
never give it up. He’d say, One man … one vote … one time only. And then Frank would laugh.”

To better understand Obama’s venal anti-Americanism and his liberal fascist and Marxist worldview, 
consider that Frank once said in an interview: “Racism was almost an invention of the United States. It 
served as a model for ‘der Fuhrer’ in Germany.” Davis taught Obama that “the white man held 
fundamental power over me because of his wealth. That communism was the best way to neuter the 
white man. Take away his money, and therefore his power. Hitler incidentally, sent some of his 
emissaries over here to observe in the South.” That’s how Obama learned that racial and class politics 
were the same.

In another lecture, Davis mentioned “Militantly Black, Malcolm X and the Black Panthers.” The 
Obama impersonator said, “My father had me read the master of black rage, Malcolm X, who said, 
there will come a time where there’s got to be a change. People in power have misused it and now there 
has to be a change and a better world has to be built, and the only way that it will be built is with 
extreme methods. I’d tell gramps I had homework,” recited the Obama impersonator, “but I really sit in 
my room reading book after book on Malcolm.”

“My world became permanently altered by Frank Marshall Davis as I came to see the world through 
his eyes,. This personal transformation led to an identity crisis. I’d been robbed of my birthright,” 
intones the Obama impersonator. “The African name I had been given – Barack Hussein Obama II – 
wasn’t me. Rightfully I was Frank Marshall David Jr., son of the great communist writer and poet. I 
told my father that I wanted to change my name, but he said, White folks are more accepting of 
Africans than they are of American Negroes. You’ll get a lot further with ‘my daddy’s from Kenya.’ 
This was hard to understand. Growing up in multi-racial Hawaii and at Punahou School, I’d never 
experienced racism … ever. Eventually, I came to embrace the myth – Frank Marshall Davis was the 
ideological father of all that would become of my thinking, my plans and politics. That’s all that 
mattered.”

In the movie the Obama impersonator summed up the totalizing influence of his real father, Communist 
Frank Marshall Davis: “My mission in life,” says the Obama narrator, “is to fulfill the dreams of my 
‘ideological father’ – to replace capitalism with communism.” After four years as president of the 
United States, let’s examine if President Obama is fulfilling the dreams of his real communist father.



Under the Obama administration, over 100 million Americans are now on welfare. This was done on 
purpose. In 1983, when Obama attended Columbia and Marxists’ May 19th conferences throughout 
New York, he was influenced by professors like Richard Cloward and Frances Fox Piven with their 
“crisis strategy” of economic sabotage to collapse capitalism by forcing more and more people onto 
welfare. During that same time in New York, he met and socialized with terrorists Bill Ayers and 
Bernardine Dohrn, who realized Obama’s value to their movement, and in the Chicagoland of Frank 
Marshall Davis, he learned and mastered the Saul Alinsky strategies of “community organization” – or 
more precisely, “community agitation.”

Gilbert’s movie was revelatory in exposing how Obama’s tactics differed from Ayers and Dohrn in that 
external bombs would no longer be required to destroy America from the outside as their terrorist 
group, the Weather Underground, had done. Obama and his progressive legions – including ex-green 
czar communist Van Jones, David Axelrod, Valerie Jarrett, Rahm Emmanuel and Cass Sunstein – 
would put on a suit and tie and with their Ivy-League degrees burrow their way deeply into the system, 
become part of the system and, once in power, destroy America from within by deconstructing all of 
her most sacred institutions – God, the Constitution, capitalism, freedom, liberty, Natural Law, love of 
Israel and American exceptionalism – and replace them with class warfare, socialism, Marxism, anti-
Semitism and liberal fascism.

http://www.wnd.com/2012/09/dreams-from-obamas-real-father-part-2/ 


